1 PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION
The widespread use of GPS-enabled smart devices and the increased popularity of their applications, e.g., social networks, have led to the generation of huge amounts of spatio-textual data. Many applications need to process massive streams of spatio-textual data in real-time against continuous spatio-textual queries. For example, in location-aware ad targeting publish/subscribe systems, it is required to disseminate millions of ads and promotions to millions of users based on the locations and textual profiles of users. These applications resulted in the proliferation of several complex spatio-textual queries, e.g., spatio-textual group queries that search for groups of spatio-textual objects that are very close to each other and collectively cover a set of keywords.

Almost all online textual transactions, e.g., web searches, have an associated spatial trace that can be inferred from the GPS coordinates or the IP address of the user. Many industrial companies that provide online services offload their processing to cloud providers. Cloud providers charge industrial companies for hosting their applications. The higher the computational and the storage requirements of hosting an application, the higher the monetary cost charged. Hence, the optimization of spatio-textual stream processing has a significant impact when the solution is able to reduce the financial cost incurred for hosting spatio-textual applications.

Existing data management systems are either centralized, e.g., AP-tree [21] or general-purpose distributed systems, e.g., Spark [2] and Storm [3]. Centralized systems do not scale and general-purpose distributed systems are not optimized for the processing of spatio-textual data. These systems do not account for some important properties of spatio-textual data, e.g., the non-uniform and varying spatial and textual distributions of streamed data and queries. Also, existing systems use query-specific indexes and algorithms to answer complex spatio-textual queries. However, traditional data management systems, e.g., relational database management systems (RDBMSs) do not use query specific indexes and algorithms. These systems use building blocks and operators, e.g., SELECT, PROJECT, and JOINs that are composable to express complex queries.

In this paper, we present Tornado [13–16], a distributed in-memory spatio-textual stream processing system. To efficiently process spatio-textual streams, Tornado extends Storm [3] with a two-layered spatio-textual indexing layer that significantly improves the overall system performance. We design and implement spatio-textual indexes that account for the properties of spatio-textual data and queries to be used in the two-layered spatio-textual indexing layer. Tornado is adaptive, i.e., it dynamically redistributes the workload across worker processes according to changes in the distribution of spatio-textual data and queries. Tornado achieves around an order of magnitude throughput improvement over the baseline approach. In a step towards systematic spatio-textual query processing, we introduce spatio-textual building blocks that are able to express a wide range of complex spatio-textual queries.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
We live in the era of big data. However, existing data management systems are not suited for the scalable processing of spatio-textual data streams. Existing systems can be classified into the following categories [12]: (1) distributed batch-processing systems, e.g., [1, 9], that are either not optimized for spatio-textual query processing or have high processing latency, (2) distributed general-purpose streaming systems, e.g., [2, 3], that are not optimized for the processing of spatio-textual data, and (3) centralized spatio-textual streaming systems, e.g., [10], that are not scalable enough to process large amounts of spatio-textual data. Tornado is the first scalable and distributed streaming system that is able to process large amounts of spatio-textual data in real-time.

Spatio-textual data often have non-uniform spatial and textual distributions. Figure 1 illustrates that the frequencies of Twitter keywords follow a Zipfian distribution. Also, popular and frequent keywords are not the same for different spatial regions. Recently, several spatio-textual indexes [6] have been introduced. These indexes often integrate a spatial index e.g., the R-tree [7] or the spatial Grid [18], with a textual index e.g., the inverted list [22] or the ordered keyword trie [8]. However, existing spatio-textual indexes do not account for the underlying distribution of spatio-textual data.

There exists a wide range of spatio-textual queries. However, few spatio-textual query languages have been proposed. There exist
3 APPROACH AND UNIQUENESS

In this section, we present the structure of Tornado and its main features. Tornado extends Storm [3] with spatio-textual capabilities and is designed as a pluggable module and can be seamlessly integrated with other user-defined processing. Tornado has four main layers: (1) the input layer, (2) the indexing layer, (3) the processing layer, and (4) the language layer. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of Tornado.

3.1 The Input Layer

The input layer in Tornado is able to consume various types of spatio-textual data streams e.g., social networks posts and location-aware web searches. Moreover, Tornado can store static data, e.g., road networks and points of interests. The input layer is also responsible for consuming and parsing spatio-textual queries with the help of the language layer.

3.2 The Indexing Layer

The indexing layer in Tornado is divided into the following sub-layers: (1) the routing layer, and (2) the local layer.

The routing layer is responsible for distributing the spatio-textual data and queries to worker processes. Distributed streaming systems, e.g., Storm, provide an infrastructure of workload distribution to different worker processes. Worker processes in a general purpose streaming system can be categorized into source processes and execution processes. Source processes inject streamed data and queries into the distributed system. Execution processes perform the user-defined logic. Figure 3(a) illustrates a basic approach for processing continuous spatio-textual queries in a general distributed streaming system. This approach is not spatio-textual aware and does not assume any knowledge about the properties streamed data and queries. In this basic approach, data are partitioned to multiple execution processes and queries are replicated to all execution processes to ensure that all queries are evaluated properly. However, this basic approach has limited scalability and incurs high computational and storage overhead due to query replication. In this approach, every execution process maintains all queries and evaluates all queries against streamed data.

Figure 3(b) illustrates the spatio-textual-aware workload partitioning that is adopted in Tornado. The routing layer is introduced to partition both streamed data and queries to execution processes, i.e., evaluators. The routing layer avoids replicating queries by using the spatial and textual properties of data and queries to ensure that relevant data and queries are collocated in the same execution processes, i.e., evaluator.

The routing layer uses a Grid-based spatio-textual index termed the augmented grid (A-Grid), that requires minimal latency to forward data objects and queries to relevant worker processes. The A-Grid partitions the space into non-overlapping partitions. These partitions are calculated using KD-tree-based [19] partitioning of a training workload. Then, these partitions are overlaid on the grid cells of the A-Grid. Then, A-Grid cells get augmented with pointers to help quickly identify neighboring partitions using a neighbor-based routing algorithm. The structure of the A-Grid is illustrated in Figure 3(c).

The routing layer reduces network overhead by not forwarding spatio-textual data to evaluators that do not have any relevant queries. As illustrated in Figure 3(b), the routing layer maintains a textual summary of all queries in evaluators. This textual summary is checked against streamed data prior to routing to evaluators. The routing layer is replicated to multiple instances to prevent performance bottlenecks.

The indexing layer in Tornado is adaptive and reacts to workload changes. It is challenging to ensure proper adaptivity in a distributed streaming system for the following reasons: (1) Incoming spatio-textual data can go to any instance of the replicated routing layer. This requires having a consistent structure of the routing index across all instances to guarantee the correctness of processing. (2) Workload statistics are distributed across worker processes. These statistics need to be collected periodically from worker processes with minimal network overhead. (3) Adaptivity requires migration of data and queries among worker processes that may interfere with the processing of data. The adaptivity protocol needs to ensure that there are no missing or duplicate query results at all times.

Figure 4 gives an example of load-balancing in Tornado. First, a summary of workload statistics is transmitted from worker processes to an instance of the routing layer. The routing layer identifies any overwhelmed worker processes that have workload hotspots, e.g., Process X in Figure 4(a). Also, the routing layer identifies underutilized worker processes, e.g., Processes Y and Z. Then, Tornado goes through a transient phase to migrate part of the workload from Process X to another worker process, say A. It is typical that the underlying cluster has limited resources and Tornado cannot increase the number of worker processes indefinitely. In this case, Tornado needs to merge under-utilized processes, i.e., Processes Y and Z, to maintain a fixed number of worker processes. The transient phase is illustrated in Figure 4(b). During the transient phase, Tornado ensures that data is always forwarded to the relevant worker process for correct query evaluation. Figure 4(c) illustrates Tornado after the alleviating workload hotspots.
When the number of textual objects attached to a single keyword θ with high memory overhead also, OKT requires knowing the entire words that have long posting list. OKT has good search performance on the hashmap structure, where indexed objects get attached to a locations. The spatial pyramid is a multi-level grid index, where the items descend to a lower pyramid level to take advantage of the structure of FAST. When many items have the same sets of keywords, lower pyramid levels have finer granularities. Figure 7 illustrates the i.e., when all indexed objects have the same keywords at different introducely discrimination when textual discrimination is lost, spatially indexing textual objects as a RIL as illustrated in Figure 6(a). RIL has low memory characters. However, OKT stores keywords in its nodes rather than similar to the traditional trie structure that indexes string using single posting lists of keywords as illustrated in Figure 5(a). OKT is sim-

improved spatial discrimination of the lower pyramid level. FAST is extremely memory efficient and it avoids replicating indexed spatio-textual items by sharing textual structures among the spatial pyramid cells.

3.3 The Processing Layer (Evaluators)

This layer is the main working horse of Tornado and consists of a set of interconnected worker processes. Each worker process is responsible for the query evaluation over streamed data. The processing layer maintains local indexes over persistent data and continuous queries. FAST is used inside processing layer to improve the overall scalability of Tornado. Incoming spatio-textual data goes through the routing layer to be dispatched to relevant worker processes. Then, the incoming data is used to search local spatio-textual indexes to identify relevant spatio-textual queries.
3.4 The Language Layer

Recently, many complex spatio-textual queries and operators have been proposed. These proposals often address a specific spatio-textual query and use query-specific indexes and optimizations that are not applicable in other scenarios. However, a traditional data processing system, e.g., an RDBMS, uses simple relational constructs that are composable into complex queries. In contrast to using query-specific optimizations, Tornado is designed to support an SQL-like query processing system, e.g., an RDBMS, uses simple relational constructs that are composable into complex queries. The extended syntax of the SELECT statement is as follows:

```
SELECT {∗|attr1 [AS alias]|, attr2,...} FROM source_name1 [,source_name2,...] [WHERE condition] [PARTITION BY grp_attr_list AS group_alias [ORDER BY F(grp_arg_list)] [LIMIT k] [HAVING {condition}]
```

Consider the following spatio-textual query that identifies groups of points of interest that are within a specific distance of each other and collectively contain a set of keywords:

```
SELECT ∗ FROM POIs AS p WHERE OVERLAP("food, cinema, hotel",p.text) PARTITION BY WITHIN_DIST(p.loc,4) AS G ORDER BY DIAMETER (G) HAVING CONTAINS(G.text,"food, cinema, hotel")
```

First, this query identifies points of interest that contain any of the query keywords. Then, the PARTITION BY and WITHIN_DIST clauses are used to construct groups of points of interest that are within 4 miles from each other. Finally, Atlas uses the HAVING clause to identify groups that contain all the keywords of the query. The full realization of the operators of Atlas in Tornado is a future work.

4 RESULTS AND CONTRIBUTION

In this section, we highlight the main performance advantages of Tornado and its internal components, i.e., A-Grid, AKI, and FAST using a real dataset of 1 Billion tweets to simulate a continuous stream of spatio-textual objects against millions of spatio-textual queries.

4.1 The performance of A-Grid

Figure 8(a) illustrates that the point routing time in the A-Grid is much better than the point routing time in the R-tree and is equivalent to the point routing time in the traditional Grid. Also, Figure 8(b) shows that range routing time in the A-Grid is better than the range routing time in the traditional grid. Hence, the A-Grid achieves efficient routing performance when routing point and range data. This improves overall performance of the routing layer in Tornado.

4.2 The performance of AKI

Figure 9 illustrates the performance of AKI against RIL and OKT while varying the frequent-keyword threshold θ. Figure 9(a) demonstrates that the searching performance of AKI is very comparable to
the throughput of the static and the adaptive versions of Tornado equipped with efficient spatio-textual indexes. Figure 11(b) gives the performance gain is that Tornado is to two orders of magnitude over the basic Storm streaming system. In the static version of Tornado, the throughput degrades with range. In the static version of Tornado, the throughput degrades with a small scale factor condenses data and queries into a small spatial range and creates a hotspot in this range. In the static version of Tornado, the throughput degrades with the existence of hotspots. However, the adaptive version of Tornado does not suffer from poor throughput in the existence of hotspots.
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**Figure 11: The performance of Tornado**

Figure 11(a) demonstrates that the throughput of Tornado is up to two orders of magnitude over the basic Storm streaming system. The main reason for this performance gain is that Tornado is equipped with efficient spatio-textual indexes. Figure 11(b) gives the throughput of the static and the adaptive versions of Tornado while restricting the spatial locations of data and queries to a scaled down portion of the entire space. A small scale factor condenses data and queries into a small spatial range and creates a hotspot in this range. In the static version of Tornado, the throughput degrades with the existence of hotspots. However, the adaptive version of Tornado does not suffer from poor throughput in the existence of hotspots.